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ABSTRACT

The effects of task loading on pilot performance during simulated
low-altitude, high-speed flight were studied. Approximately 210
hours of flight Pere made by experienced pilots in a moving-base
simulator that had a total vertical travel of 12 feet and an accel-
eration capability of i 6G. The flights were made over several
types of terrain at several airspeeds under different conditions of
navigation task and emergency task loading. Medium-heavy turbulence

Swas simulated for all flights. Data were analyzed in terms of human
performance aspects of the missions.

'
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I

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of task
loading on pilot performance during simuated low-altitude high-
speed terrain-folloving flight. To make the necessar7 tests,
experienced pilots flew simulated missions In a flight simulator
that consisted of a vertically moving cockpit baying a total travel
of approximately twelve feet and an acceleration capability of
*6G. The simulator had a functional control system and an associa-
ted analog computer for obtaining solutions to the equations of
motion of a mechanised aircraft. A Jet aircraft in the light
fighter or attack category was mechanised on the computer.

Experimental flights were made under varying conditions of airspeed,
type of terrain, navigation task loading, and emrgency task load-
ing. All flights were made under madium-heavy turbulence coalitions
and all lasted one hour. System performamne meesurmnts von
continually recorded, and pilot reaction times were mamwed in
several situations during the flights.

Averag -Ititude maintained throughout the flights did not w&vy
with a an -,f the experimantal conditions, butthe pilots alwa"
flew too hgh going up terrain slopes and too low IoJng dowm
them. Deviations about the required clearance altitude increased
with increasing airspeed and with increasing steepness of slopes,
but were unaffecteQ by navigation or emrgency tak proeedurw.
Reading maintenance was equally good under all experimental onidi-
tious.

Pilots' reaction times did not charge under the differe.t
experimental conditions, indicating that they were equally alert
and could perform physical and mental tasks equally well unaer
al conditions. There was w evid•nce of fatigue under any
condition. Several matsure showed that Iearntvg contimned thzE40-
out the experiment.

Experimental control flights established limits to t time tOat
a pilot can be inattentive to th. flight control d1splay.
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The general conclusion of this study is that pilots can fly LARS
terrain-folloving missions throughout a wide spectrum of task
loadvrgs without crashing or exceeding a tsw0-foot altitude in aS•jet aircraft of the light fighter or attack categpry. The missions

ean be flown In turbulence high enough to produce acceleration
loCadins an high as .4 PM• G on the pilot. Specific results lead
to the conclusions., reo~endations,, and future study needs dis-
cussed below.

1. Averagpe clearance altitudes were the same when flights were !

made over rolling, hilly, and mountainous terrain, the slopes of
which averaged t8, t16, and *24 degrees, respectively.

2. Deviations or oscillations about a required clearance altitude
increased in direct proportion to the steepness of terrain slopes
through a range of slopes extending froa an average of ±8 degrees
to an average of t214 degrees.

3. In the study, pilots usually vere above the required clearance
altitude when going up hillsides and were below it vkwn going down.
This way be due to differences in pilot response patterns or to
aireraft and/or display characteristics.

AIRSPEED

1. Average clearance altitudes are the sae at airspeeds of .14M,
.7M4, and .914 in the type of aircraft studied.

2. Deviations about the required clearance altitude were the same
at AM4 and .7M, but increased greatly at .914. The amount of
deviation increase at .9M vas relatively greater over mountainous
and hilly terrain than over rolling terrain.

3. Theoretical minitm= possible clearance altitudes were deter-
mined for the different terrain and airspeed combinations studied.

NAVIGATION

1. Turning the aircraftto mske heading changes did not affect alti-
tude holding (based on average clearance altitude and deviations
about this average) over any type of terrain or any airspeed. This

2



night not hold true in certain situations such asthose demanding
sudden course corrections.

2. Heading changes were made equally well at different degrees of
navigation task loading.

3. Heading changes were made equally well over all types of
terrain and at all airspeeds studied.

DEDGUCY TASK PZRP1F0MAXCZ

1. Performance of emergency tasks did not in itself affect
altitude holding over any type of terrain,, at any airspeed., or
at any degree of navigation task loading. As in the case of
navigation,, this might not bold true in certain situatlons,, e.g.
those in which several ma~lfunctions occur at the sam time.

2. Swrgency tasks were performed witb equal facility wben
flights were made over all types of terrain,, at all airspeeds,
and E'4 'll different degrees of navigation task loadings.

3. bargency tasks were performed equally well at the several

different levels of emergency task loading.

PILOTS' REACTIONS

1. Pilot alertness or vigilance was very high and was iumffected
throughout the range of task loads studied.

2. Performance of learned responses such as those made in
amergency situations was quick and relieble under the diffarent
task loads.

3. Mental computation ability was unaffected under the difrerent
task loads studied. However,, results indicated that problmw
such as fuel computation should be kept as simple as poesIble.

1*Uncertainty or lack of confidence In the aircraft will
cause pilots to increase the average clearanc, altitude greatly.
The need for pilot confidence in the machine Is thuas stressed,,
especially when maintenance of lowest possible clearance alti-
tudes is desirable.



BASX-LIME DATA

1. Deviations about the required clearance altitude increased
regularly as pilot inattentiveness to the primary control task of
altitude holding increased. The rate of increase in the study was
constant at all airspeeds and terrain types tested. The rate was
great enough to place stringent limits on the amount of time that
a pilot can devote exclusively to any activity other than altitude
holding.

FATIGUE

1. There was no evidence of fatigue throughout the range of
conditions studied. This, along with evidence from other studies,
inditates that vertical acceleration and tracking do not in them-
selves induce sufficient fatigue to affect performance for periods
up to 3 hours in fairly severe acceleration environments. However,
fear, high temperatures, noise, etc., my contribute to fatigue
in the operational situation.

LEARS314

1. The Importance of learning was firmly established in this
study. It Is therefore recommended that pilot3 be given initial
and follow-up periodic simulator training to prepare and maintain
proficiency i, LAEM flight.

FUmUE STUDIES

Research should be undertaken to:

1. Investigate different methods of visual display of terrain-
following information.

2. Investigate the presentation of supplementary terrain-
following information through human sense modes other than visual;
i.e. auditory, tactile, or kinesthetic. The purpose here would
be to unburden the overloaded visual sense mode.

3. Study the influence of anxiety on terrain-following performance.



DISCU SION

INTR0c'TIO

A previous study conducted for USATZCO#M (ref. 9) concluded that
terrain-folloving under low-altitude high-speed (LARS) conditions
is a full-time Job and that the pilot should be assigned the tasks
of terrain-following and aircraft operation only. However, pilots
were subjected to a constant task load in the previous study; e.g.
terrain representative of low, hilly, desert terrain was the only
type tracked, and numbers of heading changes were held constant
from mission to mission.

The pilot's task load will of course vary in the real world I
due to flight over different types of terrain, variou mavigation
requirements, and responses to equipment malfunctions. The present
simulator study of pilot performance under different degrees of
task loading was undertaken to help ansver the question of what
pilots can and cannot do in this flight regime, and will thus pro-
vide d&ta for aircraft design and mission planning.

ANAL!SIS OF PROBELD

The pilot's primary task in LARS terrain-following Is contimuous
maintenance of a pirticular clearance altitude. Contimnoue atten-
tion must be devoted to this task because desirabb clearance
altitudes are generally so low that slight deviations dovwsrd
may imediately result in a crash, while any uprard deviation
greatly increases the probability of detection by enmy radar.
LABS terrain-following is therefore difficult, and this diffi-
culty is greatly increased when the flights are made up and down
increasingly steep slopes and at Increasingly fast airspeeds.
The terrain-following task loading will thus fluctuate over a
wide range of types of terrain and airspeeds. In the present
study, different degrees of loading on this task are produced
by having LABS missions flown over simulated rolling country,
hills, and mountains, at airspeeds compatible with the speeds
of future Army surveillance aircraft.*

* Atmospheric turbulence alsa affects altitude bolding. Since Its
effects have previously been investigated (refs. 2, 7, 9, and 10),
it is unnecessary to study them here. In this connaction, it
should be noted that aircraft characteristics such as control
stick forces, damping ratios, etc. also prodwe different pilot
task loads when varied (refs. 1 and 9). Noever, ionsideration of
the latter class of variables is beyond the ampe of the present
study.



In addition to terrain-following in the LARS mission, heading must
also be maintained. Although relatively small deviations from a
desired heading do not as inevitably lead to disaster as deviations
in altitude do, maintenance of correct heading is obviously a
critical factor in mission success. In terms of the navigation
task itself, courses to be flown can vary in the average amplitude
of the required heading changes or in the number of heading changes
to be made.* The size or amplitude variable probably has very
little effect on task difficulty since the real problem of control-
ling in azimuth occurs as the pilot completes his turn and assumes
a new heading. Thus, increasing the number or frequency of turnh
to be made within a given period of time should increase navigation
task difficulty due to the increased number of turn completions and
new headings to be assumed. In the present study, missions of
different numbers of turns are flown under the assumption that task
loading varies with numbers of turns, increasing as the number of
turns increases within a given period of time.

Corrections of equipsent malfunctions and activities such as respond-
ing to electronic countermeasures (SCM) warnings constitute a third
type of task performed by a pilot during a mission. In LAHS flight,
performance of these tasks may interfere with altitude holding to
the extent that adequate control cannot be maintained during the
periods of emergency (see ref. 9). Since emergency events can
arise at any time, it is important to determine how fast they can
be detected, how well they can be performed within the mission con-
text, and what the effects of their performance on flight control are.

Different levels of emergency task loadings are used in the present
study to make this determination. The levels are produced by
varying the numbers of emergency events that occur within given
missions. If performance of such tasks interferes with flight
control, there will be greater altitude deviations in missions
with more mergency events.

Analysis of reasons for the possible interference of emergency
task performance with flight control reveals that it may occur
simply because the pilot is temporarily inattentive to flight con-
trol due to the distraction caused by the emergency and not by
the physical movements or work needed to correct the emergency.
If it is shown that altitude deviations in a given period of
"distraction" time equal the deviations in the same amount of
time that It takes to perform an emergency task, the hypothesis

* Visibility and type of nevigatijn system also affect the effi-
ciency with which turns are made; however, a study of these
variables is beyond the scope of the present study.
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t'iat distraction or inattention to flight control is the principal
factor causing the increased error would be strengthened. If the
altitude deviations in a given period of "distraction" time are
less than those made during the same amount of time taken to per-
form an emergency task, this would indicate that the emergency
task response itself somehow interferes with altitude holding. If
there is greater deviation during the distraction period than
during the time taken to perform an emergency task, this would
indicate that emergency task performance in itself probably does
not interfere with altitude holding, and that distraction was not
complete during performance of the task.

A special series of flights in which distractions of various time

intervals were simulated was made at the end of the experiment
to determine whether the expected degradation of altitude holding I
by emergency task performance is greater than, equal to, or less

than that caused by distractions themselves. This run series is
reported in the section "Control Flights", p 24., since these runs
actually provided a control for the emergency tasks.

Finally, a comparison of pertinent aspects of the present study
and a former study conducted by NAA for USATMCM (ref. 9) is given
as Appendix I, pp 37 and 38.

METHOD

Subjects

Three pilots participated in the experiment. Their ages rmaged J
from 30 to 41, their heights from 65 inches to 72 inches, and
their weights from 150 pounds to 180 pounds. Flying experience
varied from Jets to helicopters, with total flying hours ranging
from 1800 to 5000. The subjects had previously had from 30 to 250
hours of simulator experience.

Th Pkramic Fligt Simulator (G-Seat)

The dynamic flight simulator, or G-seat, was a vertically mving
cockpit having & total travel of approximately 12 feet and the
capability of accelerating up to t 6G. It had a functional
control system and cockpit display and an anmlog oompter for
obtaining solutions to equations of notion (ref. 6).

Longitudinal control system feel characteristics emh a bob
weight forces, viscous damping, end bungee rate were approxim•ted

7
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with a feel simulator which was a hydraulic actuator with feedback
from stick rate and displacement, aircraft load factor, and pitch
acceleration. Safety and limiting circuits were used to modify
the input command to the G-seat servo. The seat is actually a
position servo with a t 6-foot travel. Therefore, a t 20-volt
limiter was incorporated as an electrical seat travel stop.

The simulator was equipped with a modified A-5A seat which used
the integrated torso harness system of the F9F-8T. Since the G-seat
system does not incorporate an inertia reel, the operator's shoulders

were held rigidly against the back of the seat.

The Mechanized Aircraft

A jet airplane in the light fighter or attack category was simulated
on the analog computer. The simulation provided physical motion of
the G-seat in the vertical axis. Rotational positions in pitch,

roU, and yaw were displayed on an all-attitude indicator (AAI). A
description of the airplane characteristics is given on pp 39 and
40 of Appendix II, and in Figure 1, p 41.

Displays

Information forflight control and navigation was provided by four
functional instruments: a cathode-ray tube (CRT), radar altimeter,
rate-of-climb indicator, and the AAI.

For terrain-following, the CRT provided a command error display
through movements of one of two luminous horizontal lines on the
tube face. One line represented the aircraft and was stationary;
the other represented the horizon, and was movable. Displayed
error was a combination of pitch error and altitude error. Pitch
error was the angle between the instantaneous pitch attitude of the
aircraft and the terrain slope 2.5 seconds ahead. (Due to this 2.5
second lead time, the pitch error actually represents a projected

pitch error.) Altitude error was the deviation from a base altitude
of 500 feet above the terrain, and was measured directly beneath
the aircraft. Summation of the two errors provided, in one error
signal, infbrmstion about oncoming terrain slopes and present alti-
tude. As long as the correct pitch angle was maintained, the air-
craft was at, or converging on. a 500-foot altitude. A displacement
of 1 inch between the movirgterrain trace and the fixed aircraft
reference was equivalent to 10 degrees of projected pitch error or
400 feet of altitude error. (See Figure 2, p 42 , for a block

diagrar describing the signal flow for aircraft altitude and pitch

control.) All flights were made with this terrain-following display

8



system; thus, all flights were simulated IFR.

The AAI was a standard instrument driven by the computer. As
previously noted, it showed all aircraft rotational positions,I
i.e. pitch, roll, and heading. Although most of the flight
infbrmation concerning the dyrnmic behavior of the aircraft was
displayed, it was used primarily to obtain heading information.
The radar altimeter presented height directly under the aircraft.
Instantaneous rate of climb, computed from attitude angle and
airspeed, was displayed on the rate-of-climb indicator.

Other functional instruments included an airspeed indicator,
fuel gage selector and switch, fuel quantity indicator, oil
pressure indicator, tachometer, two hydraulic pressure indicators,,
exhaust temperature indicator, fuel flow indicator, and an oil
pressure indicator. A master warning light, a panel of individual
warning and caution lights, and EC4 warning lights were used to
signal emergency situations. Use of these displays in pertormance
of the emergency tasks is discussed in the section Experimental
(Independent) Variables, below. An accelerometer and a clock were
also provided. Figure 3, p 43, illustrates the instrument panel
layout.

Controls

A center-stick controller functional in lateral ari longitudinal
modes was used. It was a standard type, with a curved shaft and
an offset grip. It had a longitudinal trim button and an emergency
"kill" button which stopped seat motion if pressed. A graph of
both lateral and longitudinal control stick forces is given as
Figure 4, p 44.

Left and right consoles adjacent to the pilot's seat ar" just aft
of the instrument panel were also used for controls placement.
The left console, shown in detail in Figure 5, p 45, contained
switches for the electrical system, engine fire, hydraulic system,
pitch augmentation, yaw augentation, and gust alleviator. The
right console, shown in Figure 6, p 46, contained switcheiý for
ramp control, pitot heat, and ECM.

A ram air handle (lower left corner; see Figure 3) and a master
warning light reset switca (left of center near the bottom of the
panel; see Figure 3) were incorporated into the instrument panel.
Adjustable dummy rudder pedals were also used. A microphone switch
was located on the throttle. There was a direct correlation
between throttle and RPM wid fuel flow indications.

9



Experimental (Independent Variables)

Terrain was generated by adding the outputs of six sinusoid
generators and recording the output sums on magnetic tape. Three

basic terrain tapes, each an hour long, were made to simulate
airspeeds of .4, .7. and .9M. All of these basic terrains repre-
sented rolling country in which the average slopes are t80 with a
standard deviation of A4°. 7b simulate hilly country, the ampli-
tudes of the basic terrains were doubled in playback, thus T.
ducing average slopes of +160 with a standard deviation of -70.
Amplitudes of the basic terrains were trebeled to produce
"mountains" in playback; here, average slopes were t240 with a
standard deviation of t90. The three different airspeeds and
three amplitude levels produce nine different terrain profiles.
Complete statistical descriptions of all profiles, including peak
heights and distances, are given in Table I, p 47. Samples of
each profile are given as Figure 7, p 51. Terrain amplitudes
are coded in Table 1 and Figure 7 in the following way: terrain I
is the rolling country, terrain II the hilly, and terrain IiI
the mountainous. The same code is used throughout the report.
Task difficulty is assumed to increase with increasing airspeed
and with terrain amplitude (rolling country through mountains).

At various times during each flight, the experimenter, acting as
navigator, requested heading changes. The pilot made lateral stick
inputs to simulate the requested turns. Two levels of navigation
difficulty were used. In the first or "easy" level, five turns
were required in a given flight, and in the second or "difficult"
level, 15 were required. The total number of degrees turned was the
same for all flights at a given difficulty level; e.g. all flights
with five turns had the same total degrees turned per mission.
Average turns were 25 degrees. Average bank angles were 5-10
degrees, with a maximum of 30 degrees.

Several emergency situations of the kind that might arise in actual
flight were simulated. hne emergencies required specific responses
from the pilot, but therewere rP chtinges in aircraft flying and/or
handling qualities associated with them. Ehergencies were initi-
ated by the experimenter at various times daring a flight; time of
occurrence and type of emergency were previously unknown to the
pilot. (A detailed discussion of these tasks is given in the
section Pllotg' Tamaks, p 11).
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Three levels of emergency task difficulty were used. In the
easiest level, six eaergenciet occurred within a mission; in the
medium difficulty level, 12 occurrud; and in the most difficult
level, 24 occurred. Although these latter numbers ore perhaps
unrealistic from an operational standpoint, they am Justified from
an experimental standpoint since the purpose is to deteruine how
well the pilot can cope with situationu of this type during LARS
terrain-following flight, and not to determine if or vhen a
mission should be aborted because of equipment failure.

Experimental Design

The three types of terrain, three airspeeds, two navigation levels
and three emergency task levels were combined into a 3x3x2x3
factorial design. Each pilot flew each of the 54 conditions of the
design, thus producing a total of 162 experiaentAl missions. Tte
ronditions were presented randomly to control order effects such as
learning and fatigue. The 1UE* gust level was held constant through-
out the study at 8 feet per second, thus representing what is gen-
erally held to be medium to heavy turbulence. It pro*iced an FM G
of about 0.4. (The output of a gaussian white noise generator was
recorded on an hour-long magnetic tape to provide the gust input.
This tape was actually the one on which the tertains were recorded.)

Pilots' Tasks

The experimental flights were organized into simulated missions
during which the pilot's primary task was terrain-follwing. The
moving line on the face of the CRT sisulated a borluon line as It
would appear to move during LAHS terrain-ftllowing flight. If the
moving line was above the fixed or aircraft lim, the aircraft was
pitched too low, while if the moving line was below the fixed line,
the aircraft was pitched too high. His task was to mserimpose AeI
two lines, i.e. to null the displayed error by appropriate longi-
tudinal conttrol stixic movements.

Heading was determined from the AAI. At variouu times during a
mission, the exerimenter, acting as navigator, requested heading
changee over the intercommunication system. Upon receipt of a
heading change request. the pilot verbally repeated the requested
heading, made later.al stick inputs to turn the AAI to the new heeding,
"and, when the turn was completed, stated the fact ovr the intervom.

* Wt. is an assmed standardbviation, or 6 ; one 3M am 6 of

In a normal distribution, 68% of sample values fali within t1 to
or FMS, from the mean; 95% within a 2 6; and 99.7% within t3 i.
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i I
wrgancies were irntiated by the experimenter at various times

during the missions. Indications of an emergency appeared in the
cockpit as a simultaneous illumination of the master warning light
and the apropriate panel warning light. As soon as the pilot saw
the master warning light, he reset it. He then determined the
nature of the emergency by looking at the panel of individual
warning lights, scanned the instruments to detect the source of
"trouble", and, finally, took "corrective" action. Since flying
and/or handling qualities were not affected by the emergencies,
all appropriate corrective actions were assumed to produce success-
ful results. A detailed list of the emergencies and procedures
associated with them Is given in Appendix I on pes 47 - 50.
Figure 8, p 52, shows the console from which the experimenter
initiated emergencies (including ECK vamings).

In addition to routine emergency tasks, the pilot had to solve
com•putational problems near the beginning and end of every mission.
The problem vas called out by the experimenter at various times
within 5 to 30 minutes after the flight began and within 30 to 55
minutes before the flight ended. Exact times were varied randomly
from mission to mission so thatthe pilot never knew exactly when a
problem vould be required. The task was always to calculate
(mentally) how ruch fuel vould remain after 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30

or 35 minutes. As with the times of problem insertion, these con-
sumption periods varied randcly from problem to problem within a
mission, and from mission to mission. (Assumed consu"ntion rates
vere 80 PFM at .AM, 90 P1M at .7M, and 100 PPK at .ýi.) After the
pilot determined how mach fuel would be used up in a given period,
he subtracted this amount from the amount showing on the fuel
indicator and reported the final answer to the experimenter.

Recorded Data (Dependent Varisables

Pilot Performance Measurements - Performance data were recorded
by two six-channel pen recorders. Deviations from the required
clearance altitude of 500 feet vere continuously recorded as an
error trace, and averaged to give the average altitude error (AZ)
for each minute. Average altitude error was also determined for
positive and for negative slopes to determine whether the pilots
flew higher or lower than 500 feet when going up or down the
hillsides. All scoring equations are given in Table 2, p 50.

Mean square altitude deviatioim were also recorded each minute.
Nom square (MB) rather than root mean quare (RN) msasurements
were recorded because the anelog couputer gives more accurate mean
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squares. Standard deviations (6) o altitude e (det8r-
mined froa all muan squares by the formula 4 -(NS----2 (ref. 8).
JE altitude deviations were also determined for positive and negative
slopes.

Heading errors were recorde, as average and mean square yaw rates,
listed as 0 and jP 2 in Table 2. Position mseasurements such as
nuber of degrees turned were not used because recorder channel
widths are not great enough to include all of the headings on a
scale large enough to be read. These measures were made to deter-
mine if numbers of turns affected the total navigation error, and,
if r)o, how much; and to determine if turn errors were affected by
terrain, airspeed, or mergency tasks.

Vertical accelerations were recorded continuusly and as mean
squares each minute from an acceleromter attached to the G-meat.
RME C was obtained from the man squares by taking the square root
of the mean square values.

Continuous terrain traces were recorded so that performance at WW
point over the terrain could be studied.

Mean square longitudinal stick movments were recorded each minute.
These records were not studied in detail, however, after preliminary
examination revealed that the stick movoeents were almost perfTctly
positively correlated with the deviation altitude error scores and,
hence, that detailed study would rrovide no additional ka1le4pe.

Figure 9, shown on p53, is a sample of the terrain traces. aMeaures
on each channel are identified on the records. ftey were taken fno
about 3j minutes of one of the flights, and aem read from rigt to
left.

Pilots' Reactions - The time between onset of ifluination of the
master varning light and the instant that it was reset W"
measured with a timing clock on the experimenter's console. this
was to determine the pilot's alertness or viileance. The tim
between the resetting of the nester warning light and ccletioma
of the emergency procedure was also measured with a timng eolok
on the experimenter's console to determine efriciency of perftwie
of these relatively short, routine tasks.

Fuel computation probleas were scored in term of tiue required
to solve them. Accuracy sco v•s were not used; ansers were rih
nearly 100 percent of the time because the problms were irly eay.
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V
Pilots' Opinions - A program critique was held at the conclusion
of the experiment with all personnel involved in the study parti-
cipating. A sumary of the pilots' comments, as expressed in the
critique, is presented in Appendix IV, pp 76 and 77.

Procedure

Seat belt and torso harness were securely fastened before a mission
began. At the start, flight instruments were turned on in the
cockpit, a metal hood fastened in place over the cockpit, the
seat was raised to mid-position, and the room lights were turned
out. Terrain inputs were introduced into the CRT and the pilot
began tracking. Gust inputs were then introduced, first at low
intensity then building up within a minute to the 8 ft/sec value.
Pilot, experimenter, computer operator, and G-seat operator were
in contact over the intercommunication system at all times.
However, discussion was limited to heading requests and their
acknowledgments, and to other comments pertinent to the mission.

Each mission was pre-progrmaied as to type of terrain and airspeed;
to times, amplitudes, and directions of heading changes; and to
times and types of emergencies. All of these events were indicated
on an experimenter's mission schedule sheet prepared for each
mission; e.g. one mission called for a turn to 025 degrees at
08 minutes after the mission bagan, an ECM warning in sector 4 at
12 minutes, etc. Insertions of turns and emergencies were made
according to times indicated on the mission schedule. These times
were regulated by a time clock on the experimenter's consol-, and
were unknown to the pilot. No turns, emerpencies, or fuel computa-
tions were given during the first or last 5 minutes of the mission
so that beginning-end scores could be compared across conditions to
determine if fatigue had occurred during the mission.

Each mission lasted 1 hour. Since there were no turns, emergencies,
or fuel computations in the first or last 5 minutes, each mission
had 50 minutes in which these events could occur. In the most
heavily task-loaded condition, there was a turn, emergency, or
fuel computation nearly every minute while the flight was being
made at .9M over terrain with average slopes of t24 degrees.

There was a total of 54 missions, each corresponding to one of
the 54 experimental conditions. Thus, for example, one mission
at .4M over type I (rolling) terrain, had 15 turns and six emerg-
ency events, while another at .7M over the same terrain had the
same number of turns and emergency events. Airspeed and terrain
type were held constant within a mission, but times, amplitudes,
and directions of turns varied from mission to mission to prevent
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memorization; and times of occurrence and types of ems rgeuicies
were also varied to simalate reality as closely as possible.
(Eergencies did not occur at random; insmuch as possible, series
of malfunctions were used. The pilots could thus -e general
predictions regarding upcoming eersencies from their knowledge
of trouble patterns. Hovever, this predictive ability was some-
what attenuated since they did not have prior knowledge of how
many emergencies were scheduled to occur in a given mission.)
Order of presentation of each of the 54 missions was razitomized
by use of a table of random nambers. A mster mission schedule

was prepared for each pilot before the experiment began.

Each pilot received approximately 6 hours' traini•g which included
experience with the typical experimental conditions. Rowever, due4
to reassignments of several pilots shortly after the study began,
the three pilots who completed the experiment received an additional
week's training, or about 10 extra hours of similator tim, with the
result that all three had approximately 16 hours in the slmualator
that were classed as training time. Zsch of the three completed
the necessary 54 hours (54 experimental conditions) plus 2 hours of
control runs.

The testing period was about 8 weeks for each of the three pilots
who completed the experiment. Dutring this period, a given min flAy
two missions in I day, two the next, one the next, and thio the
cycle repeated itself. Two fldihts per day at the 3 0 level
(.A) used did not produce excessive fatigue. (However, In the
preliminary phases of the study, one pilot who ws" given 3 bourn
per day felt that it was too much stress in one day.) Times of
day that missions were flown were balanced aong tie subjects as I
much as possible so that each had approximately the some number

of missions the first thing In the morning, last thing in the
afternoon, etc. RD other attempts were mde to control their
activities.

RE2ULB

Neasured Acceleration nvirmmnt

Average ME G's were determined for each of the 162 missions
(54 different missious x three pilots). Averages were then cal-
culated across pilots to yield a combined average for each of the
54 conditions. This procedure of obtaining averages first for
individual conditions and tban across pilots is fbllowed through-
out this report.
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An analysis of variance was performed on the 54 combined averages.
This aralysis, mmsmrised in Table 3, P 54, revealed no significant
differences sang the levels of the four variables of terrain,
airspeed, navigation, and emergency task. Values for the levels
of each variable are listed in Table 4, p 54. These values were
determined by obtaining means for all missions at a given airspeed
or at a given terrain type, etc. Thus, there are three means
for the terrain variable, each corresponding to a type of terrain;
three means for the airspeed variable, each corresponding to one
of the three airspeeds, etc. This procedure for obtaining values
for the levels of the variables is also followed throughout the
report.

Although there are no significant main effects, there is one
significant interaction, terrain type by navigation (P -e .05). In
th.LS interaction, shown in Figure 10, p 55, RFS G decreased from
missions with five turns to missions with 15 turns in the flights
over terrains I (rolling) and III (mountains), but increased from
five to 15 over terrain II (hills).

The grand average of all the R'S G's was 0.4. i.e. Foe 0 was
generally .4 throughout the experiment. This value includes the
effects of pilot stick inputs as well as computer or gust inputs.
At the end of the experiment, a 180-pound weight was fastened to
the G-meat, the control stick was made imovable, and the seat was
run without pilot inputs. When measured this way, it va& 0.331,
a value only 83 percent of the average obtained with control
inputs. 0-loadings were thus increased by about 17 percent by the
pilots.

Pilot Performance

Averge Altitude Error - This measure, which is the average number
Of feet that the pilots were above or below the required clearance
altitude, was determined for each of the 162 missiom and aain
across pilots to obtain the combined averages. An analysis of
variance, sumarised in Table 5, p 55, was performed on the combined
averages. There were no significant main effects or interactions
which leads to the conclusion that the same average altitude was
maintained throughout all conditions.

Table 6, p 56, shows averag altitude errors for the levels of
each experimental variable. Note that, although as stated there
are no differenqU among conditions, all of these average errors
are positive, lfating that the pilots were always slightly
above the required altitude.
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The scores for each of the 162 missions were then divided Into two
groups, one group representing error as a function of positive
slopes and the other representing error as a function of negative
slopes, i.e. average error when going "up" and "down" hillsides.
This shoved that the pilots were nearly always above 500 feet when
going up slopesand below vhen going down.

The positive and negative slope scores vere then segregated into
groups representing the three airspeeds and three terrain types,
as shown in Table 7, p 56. The scores were not segregated into
groups representing navigation and emergency task variables because
there was no reason to expect slope error to vary with either of
these variables. (Examination of the data showed that it did not.)
An analysis of variance, simrized in Table 8, p 57, was performed
on the scores representing the two slopes, three terrains, and
three airspeeds. As expected, there were highly significant main
effects in the slope variable (P < .01). There were also two
significant interactions, terrain type by slope (P < .01) and
airspeed by slope (P - .01).

Individual means were then tested for significance of differences
with Duncan's Multiple Range Test (ref. 4). Results of the Duncan
test, sumnrized in Table 9, p 57, show that the mean differences
between positive and neptive slopes are significantly different
in every case (P < .001). Performnce was thus always different
on the two types of slope. As Table 9 shows, errors were always
positive on positive slopes and negative on negative slopes; the
pilots were always high going up hills and low Ding dow0 tlba.
In addition to these direction errors, there was about 30 peraewt
more error on positive than on negative slopes. A grpzh of the
terrain-slope interaction, shown in Figure U, p 58v shoe that
error inoreases with increasing slope. The interaction is daw
to the fact that the errors on different slopes go in opposite
directions. Note again that errors on positive slopes are
generally much greater than on negative slopes. A grap of the
airspeed-slope interaction, Figure 12, p 58, shows that eorrrs
on both slopes increase greatly from .4 and .7N, vwhre there am
no differences, to .%I. The interaction Is due to the fact that
the increases are in opposite directions.

Deviation Altitude Error - The pilots did not crash or exceed a
O000-foot altitiade at any time during the study. Sta•dard 4evia-
tions (6) of altitude error vwere computed for each Individual
mission and again across pilots to yield ombinod 2vezvps. The
averages ranged from 25.2 feet (.AK over rolling terrain) to 77.8
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feet (.91 over mountainous terrain), a wide dispersion of scores
across the terrain and airspeed conditions.

An analysis of variance, summarized in Table 10, p 59, shows
significant main effects in the airspeed and terrain variables,
but none in the navigation and emergency task variables. That is,
(faltitude error varied with speed and terrain type, but was
unaffected by either the navigation or the emergency tasks.
Although the latter two findings were unexpected, the implications
are clear: turning the aircraft and performing emergency tasks
did not affect altitude holding. Examination of the flight path
traces did not reveal awy evidence of brief spurts of altitude error
that could be associated with a turn or emergency task.

Duncan's tests were then applied to the levels of each experimental
variable. Results of these tests are shown in Table 11, p 59.
Terrain type was by far the most important factor affecting
altitude holding; it accounted for most of thecbserved variance.
Performance deteriorated markedly from the rolling country (*8°
slopes) to hills (±160 slopes) to mountains (t24 slopes). Differ-
ences between each of these levels were significant beyond the
.001 level. Figure 13, p 60, shows 6 altitude error plotted against
terrain type. Rate of error increase was about 9 percent per degree
of slope increase.

Airspeed differences were not as straightforward as terrain type
differences. The pilots tracked as well at .4M as they did at
.7•M, but their errors increased greatly (27 percent) at .9m;
differences between .4 and .7k were not significant, while dif-
ferences between .A and .9K and .7M and .91 were significant at
the .001 level. Figure 14, p 60, shows 6 altitude error as a
function of airspeed.

There is one significant interaction in the 6 altitude error
analysis of variance. This is airspeed and terrain, and it is shown
in Figure 15, p 61. It is due to the fact that the amount of
altitude error increase from .AM and .7M to .9M was disproportion-
ately greater over the steepest than over the less steep terrains,
e.g. the amount of error increase from .4M and .7M to .94 was
greater over hilly than over rolling terrain. The apparent differ-
ences between .AM and .7M at terrain types II and III are not real;
a Duncan test showed that there were no differences between these
two airspeeds at any terrain type. The same Duncan test showed
differences significant beyond the .05 level between .A and .7M
and .9M at all terrain types. To sumsarize, altitude deviations
from .4M and .7M to .9M increase more rapidly over the steepest
than over the less steep terrain.
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Standard deviation altitude error scores vere next studied as a
function of terrain slope,, airspeed., and terrain type. sA~n(. for
the levels of each variable are listed in Table 12., p 61. An
analysis of variance of these three variables., summrized in Table
13, p 62., shows significant main effects for airspeed beyond the
.01 level,, terrain type beyond the .01 level, and slope beyond the
.05 level. Figure 16, p 62, above (altitude error as a function
of terrain type and slope,, while FIgure 17, p 63, shows the
same error as, a function of airspeed and slope. The mean differ-
ence analyses considered error as a function o f terrain type and
slope, and as a fun:tion of airspeed and slope. Results of these
analyses are given in Table l14, p 63, and Table 15, p, 6hi.. Ih
analyses show that there are no significant differences between
errors on positive and negative slopes at any of the three tepes of
terrain or airspeed. Thereftre, deviations from the required
clearance altitude are the sane vhetber the aircraft goes up or
down hillsides.

Head%!wv Rte - Mean square yaw rate was dete zined, tbr each
ofthe 32missionis., and again across pilots to yield cauib usd
averages for each of the 51i missions. Mines rates,, expressail In
degrees turned per second,, are sumiarized flor the different levels
of each of the four experinental variables in Table 16, p A~.
There are virtually no differences imn any of the lavels, minft
cating that heading maintenance vas unaffacted by any of ttw
conditions. However, to make certain,, an analysis of varlanoe,,
summmrirzed in Table 17., p 65,, was perfozned. It revealed that there
were no significant min effects and no significant interactions.
Thereflore, it is concluded that there are no differences in heading
perfonmane due to the experimental variables. ftss finding paras.
llel the findings that the navigation variable did not etfhet
altitude holding.

Pilot Reactions

Reaction to Master Warnin ILi~t - AvenmW time taken to tamn orf
or reset tMe master warnIng light was determined for each of the

16 msson,q and agin across pilots to yield aoiue ave i a tor
each of the 54 different missions. Pbi' Illustrative purpames, the
reaction times are shown for the lenles of each variabla in Yale
18,p P 65. Note that all of these values are about .9 second aid
that there are apparently no differences mnqg any of tgan.

An analysis of variance, sunmriaed in Tablie 19,, p 66, vas pex.-
fromid on the 5i4 basic scores. fters vera no si~pifiment &in~i
ef fectes, shoving that there vere no differences in reaction time
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as a direct function of any of the four variables. However, there
were tw significant interactions, airspeed by turns (P < .05)
and emergency tasks by turns (P 4 .05).

The emergency task-turn interaction, shown in Figure 18, p 66,
reveals that, with five heading changes required, reaction time
increased as the number of emergencies increased, rapidly at
first and slower after that. With 15 heading changes required,
reaction time increased when six emergency tasks were required,
decreased slightly with 12 tasks required, and decreased much
ivre when 24 tasks were required. These patterns suggest that
the experimenter's called-out heading changes affected the aJert-
ness of the pilots. In the mission with the greater number of
heading requests, the probability that the pilot would have been
previously stimulated or alerted by the request when an emergency
occurred would have been increased, and hence the probability of
a quick response to the moter warning light would have been
increased.

In the airspeed by turn interaction (Figure 19, p 67), reaction
time at .4 and .9M decreases frc five to 15 turns, while reaction
time at .7N increases from five to 15.

Zrerncy Task Perfbrmnce Tim - Average time to perform emergency
tasks vas determiSed for e;ch mission, and again across pilots
to yield cobined averages for the 54 different missions. Values
for the various levels of each variable are presented in Table 20,
p 67, for illustrative purposes. The table shows that the tasks
each required about 1.5 second to perform, and that, as was the
case with reactions to the mater warning light, there were
apparently no differences among the various mission conditions.
An analysis of variance, summarized in Table 21, p 68, reveals that
there were no significant main effects or intermctions. Therefore,
tim to perform these short, routine tasks did not vary with any
of the experimental conditions. These findings parallel the finding
that emaergency task performance did not affect altitude holding, as
was the cae with the navigation variable.

ftel 2 tatlon Tim - Average time to compute pounds of remin-
TQ PUT werederined for each individual mission, and then
across pilots to yield oombined averages for each of the 54 differ-
ent missions. Values for the levels of each experimental variable
are presented for illustrative purposes in Table 22, p 68. The
pilots generally required about 12 seconds to compute their fuel
reserves, and there is %ore variation aong the values at each var-
iable level than was the case with the two preceding pilot reaction
masurs .
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An analysis of variance, sumarized in Table 23, p 69, was per-
formed on the scores. There were significant differences among
the levels of the airspeed variable (P -- .01), but no other signi-
ficant main effects or interactions. A Duncan test was made among
the three airspeed levels. It revealed that computation times were
significantly longer at .7 than at either .4 or .914 (P< .001)
and that there were no differences between .4 and .9M.

The greater times taken at .T. can probably be explained by the
following: consumption rates were assed to be 80 PM at .,A,
90 PPM at .7M4, and 100 PPM at .9M. Computations were made for
periods of 5, 10, 20, 25, 30, or 35 minutes. At 80 and 100
PPM consumption rates, all answers are in even hundreds; e.g.
400, 800, and 1200 pounds would be uRed at .4M at 5, 10, and 15
minutes. However, every other answer at .7M contains a
fifty; e.g. 450, 900, and 1350 pounds would be used in 5, 10, and
15 minutes. The fifties made both computation and subtraction
from present amounts more difficult than the hundreds, and conse-
quently increased problem-solving time.

Fatigue

RMS G - Flights over type III (mountainous) terrain were used to
deMtrmine whether RMS G changes with time because the amount of
aircraft maneuvering was greatest over this terrain. For one set
of comparisons, RNS G averages of the three pilots were first
determined for the first and last 5 minutes of the six flights
made at .AM over the most difficult, or type III terrain. The six
"first" and six "last" averages were then compared using a Mann-
Whitney U-Test. There were no significant differemes (P = .197).
The same procedure was followed with the six flights at .7M and the
six at .9M over type III terrain. FM) G was significantly higher
during the last 5 minutes than during the first 5 minutes in the
•714 flights (P - .032), but there were no beginning-end differences
in the .94 flights (P - .197). The apparent change in G at .7M
is regarded as an artifact. however, since the perfbrmance records
show that the flights at .91 were much more difficult. It is
concluded that maneuver-induced G did not chne with tim aid
hence did not indicate the presence of fatigue.

Average Altitude Error - Average (of the three pilots) values of
this measure were determined for the first and last 5 minutes of
flights over type I terrain (rolling) at both .4 and .9M, and in
flights over type III terrain (mountainous) at both .4 and .9K.
Four comparisons were mde using U-tests: beginning-end measures
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for the flights at .4M over type I terrain; at .9M over type I

terrain; at .A over type III; and at .9M over type IT!. 7bere
were no significant differences. Therefr-= It is concluded that
avera~e altitude ariror did not change with time and hence did not

indicate the presence of fatigue.

Standard Deviation of Altitude Error - Values of 6 altitude error
were determined" or the first and last 5 minutes of all flights.
Averuges for the three pilots were obtained as above for each
mission condition, and the mission conditions segregated into
three groups, one containing all flights over type I terrain, one
with all flights over type II terrain, and one with all type III
terrain flights. U-tests were then used to compare the beginning-
end scores. There were no significant differences in any of the
three groups.

It is thus concluded that (altitude error, which measures devia-
tions from the required clearance altitude, did not change with
time and hence did not indicate the presence of fatigue.

When the first-last RMS G, average altitude error, and standard
deviation of altitude error ccuparions are all considered, the con-
clusion is that there were essentially no changes in the measure-
ments over time and that, therefore, fatigue did not occur during
the missions.

Learning

Although precise statements about any learning that may have
occurred throughout the study cannot be made because the experimental
conditions were presented P+ random, estimates can be made by com-
paring groups that have approximately equal numbers of the experi-
mental conditions. As in any learning study, the comparions are
made between measurements taken at various stages of the study,
from beginning to end.

It was found that groups of 18 fulfill the requirements of equal
numbers of conditions in each group; e.g. there are approximately
equal numbers of flights at .AM in the first, second, w#d third
sets of 18 flights, and there are also equal numbers of flights
over type II terrain, etc. The exact procedure was to take a
particular score or measure for each pilot's first flight and cal-
culate an average across pilots, take the same score or measure
for the second flights and calculate an avemge across all three
pilots, continuing this procedure through the fifty-fourth and
last flight. The averages were then segregated into the three
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aroups of 18, and statistical comparisons vere made among these
groups with Mann-•-whi v U-tests. Discussion of the scores
and measures studied to determine the extent of learning follows.

Time to Reset Master Warnim Liht - Differences between the first
and second groups of lb scores were significant at the .002 level,
and differences between the second and third were significant at
the .025 level. An arithmetic average of this reaction time was
then obtained for each of the three groups. The averages are
plotted in Figure 20, p 69. Note that there was a consistent
decrease in reaction time from the first through the 3&st 18
flights. The amount of decrease was about 22 percent, indicating
marked improvement with practice.

Time to Perform Emergency Tasks - Differences between the first I
and second groups of lb were significant at the .001 level, and
those between the second and third were also significant at the I
.001 level. Arithmetic group averages are plotted in Figure 21,
p 70. The amount of decrease was consistent, the total reduction
being about 37 percent. This represents very great improvement
with practice. It should be noted here that at the beginning
of training, when the pilots did not know the emergency procedures
or navigation tasks well, performance of either one of them would
greatly disrupt altitude holding. After a few hours of training,
these obvious, marked effects disappeared.

RMS G - Differences between the first and second groups of 18 were
not significant, while those between first and third and second end
third were (P - .001 in both cases). Aritimetic group averages
are plotted in Figure 22, p 70. Although there is an apparent
increase in RWS G from first to second groups, the "increase" is
not real because the differences between these two groups are not
significant. However, there is about an 11 percent decrease from
the first two groups of 18 to the last one. Apparently, pilots
learn to reduce the maneuver-induced G-loading, but only after
rather extensive practice, which took, in the present experiment,
an estimated 40 to 50 hours (formal training time included).

Average Altitude Error - Differences between the first and second
groups of 18 were significant (P - .05), but those between the
second and third were not. Arithmetic group averages are plotted
in Figure 23, p 71. Note that average altitude error increases
rather than decreases from beginning to end of the experiment.
The increase is very small, however, and probably of little practi-
cal importance.
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Standard Deviation of Altitude Error - No inter-group differences
were significant even though the arithmetic group averages, as shown
in Figure 24, p 71, show a slight but consistent decrease from
beginning to end of the experiment. In this connection, note that
those measures reflecting constant conditions in the experiment
show the best learning curves, i.e. reaction time to the master
warning light, time to perforu emergency tasks, and lR4S G.

The most definite learning effects are thus shown for those measures
that did not vary with the experimental conditions, i.e. time to
reset master warning light, time to perform emergency tasks, and
RMS G. Average altitude error, the measure that shoved only a
slight response to the experimental conditions, also showed a
slight learning effect. Standard deviation of altitude error,
which showed the greatest response to the experimental conditions,
showed the least learning effects.

CONTROL FLIGHTS

The purpose of these flights was, as stated in the problem analysis
section, to provide control or baseline data to compare with the
expected degradation of altitude holding by emergency task performance.

Procedure

Subjects and apparatus were the same as those previously used.
Distraction intervals were simulated by removing all flight control
information for short periods. The periods were initiated and their
length controlled by the experimenter from a control on the computer
which, when actuated, turned off or reset to zero all the instru-
ments used for flight control (CRT, AAI, radar altimeter, and rate
of climb indicator). Timing of the length of the distraction period
was automatic; when the instruments were turned off with the computer
control, they were turned on again automatically after a predeter-
mined period.

Distraction intervals of 0, 2.5, and 5.0 seconds were used. The
zero interval served as a control or baseline condition. This
was necessary because all of these runs were made after the main
series was finished. Two speeds, .4 and .9M, were used to provide
data over the entire speed range of the study, and three terraira,
I (rolling), II (hills), and III (mountainous) were used so that the
entire terrain range could be studied in detail. The three distrac-
tion intervals, two speeds, and three terrains were combined into
a 3x-2x3 factorial to produce 18 different experimental conditions
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I
(missions), each of which was experienced by each of three pilots.
Total number of flights was thus 54.

Each flight or experimental condition lasted 10 minutes. Sample
periods of this duration were used because the pilots were very
proficient after their main run series was completed. The condi-
tions were presented randomly to control order effects. The only

task was altitude holding; no turns or emergency tasks were
required. RMS gust level was the same as in the main run series.

At the beginning of a flight, a pilot began tracking one terrain
at one speed. The flight control instruments vere Lurned off at
various times during the 10-minute flight at an average of once a
minute. The pilot knew that the instruments would be turned off
several times during the flight, but did "ot know when or whether
the period was to be 2.5 or 5 seconds. Distraction intervals
were not initiated unless the pilot had full control of the simu-
lated aircraft, as could readily be determined from the oscillo-
graph records. Distractions were not, of course, initiated during
the 0-interval or control condition.

Since the flights were relatively short, six flights were made in
a given session. During all of the runs, segments with no dis-
traction, i.e. the 0-interval conditions, were interspersed at
random among the segments with distractions. Thus, at times there
might be a minute interval with two distractions followed by one or
two minutes with none, etc. Care was taken to prevent overlapping
of a distraction and/or its effects from one minute to the next.
The same kinds of data that were recorded in the main series of
runs were recorded in the control flights. All 54 flights required
by the design were completed (three intervals x three terrains x
two airspeeds x three pilots).

Results

Average Altitude Error - This measure was determined for each of the
54 missions actually flown and again across pilots to yield com-
bined averages for each of the 18 experimental conditions. Means
for the different levels of each of the three variables are pre-
sented in Table 24, p T2. These average errors are all positive
as they were in the main run series, but they are 300 percent
greater than they were previously. The pilots consciously or
unconsciously avoided the ground sore in the control runs, probably
because they never knew when the instruments would fail, i.e.
when they would be "distracted". However, crashes were nefer
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observed, and there were only occasional excursions above 1000feet (during the 5-second distraction in÷•erval).

i An analysis of variance, summarized in Table 25, p 72, was

performed on the scores. There were no significant main effects
or interactions, as was the case in the main series of runs.

As indicated above, distraction raises average altitude error.
The lack of significant main effects or interactions shows that
these effects are the same for airspeed and terrain. Otherwise
there would have been significant main effects and possibly
interactions.

Standard Deviation of Altitude Error - Standard deviation of alti-
tude error was determined for each of the 54 flights, and then
across pilots to obtain averages for the 18 experimental conditions.
Means for the levels of each variable are given in Table 26, p 73.
The means as shown for the control runs in this table are slightly
higher than the same means in the main run series; the pilots not
only generally flew higher in the control runs but also, probably
because of their uncertainty about times of instrument failure,
deviated from the required altitude more than they did in the
main series.

An analysis of variance was performed on the averages for the 18
different conditions. As summary Table 27, p 73, shows, there
were main effects in all three variables, with a significance
level of .01 in all three, and no significant interaction.

As Table 26 shows, the 6 altitude error increases from 0 to 2.5
to 5.0 seconds of distraction. Significance between the levels
was determined with a Duncan test, which revealed that all levels
(0, 2.5, and 5.0) differ at the .01 level of confidence. Figure
25, p 74, presents this data in graphic form. The fUnctior is a
straight line in which the rate of error increase is 10.4 percent
per second of' distraction.

Figure 26, p 74, shows If altitude error by terrain type and dis-
traction interval. Differences between the distraction intervals
are significant at all thiee terrain types (P-L .05). The rates
of error increase are about the same for all three terrains and
all of these are, in turn, the same as the combined rate, or 10.4
percent. Figure 27, p 75, shows 6 altitude error by airspeed and
distraction interval. Differences between the distraction intervals
are significant at both airspeeds (P < .05). Error increase rates
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are about the same for the two airspeeds and both of these in turn
are the same as the combined rate. Consistency of terrain-
reflects the lack of interaction.

In summary, deviations about the required clearance altitude
increase at the rate of about 10.4 percent for each second ofdistraction. The function is a straight line flow 0 to 5

seconds. The rate in the same over all kinds of terrain tested,
and for all airspeeds tested.

I
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EVALUATION

Pilots flew siinulated LARS terrain-following missions in a series
of experimental conditione in which their task loads varied widely.
They flew over terrain which ranged from rolling to hilly to
mountainous at airspeeds as low as .4M and as high as .9M. Navi-
gation task difficulty ranged from missions with one heading
change every 10 minutes to missions with one every 3 minutes.
Emergency situations and UN warnings occurred every 9 minutes
in some missions, every 4 minutes in others, and every 2 minutes
in Ftill others.

The pilots did not crash or exceed a 1000-foot altitude at any
time in any of the experimental conditions, which leads to the
general conclusion that LAHS missions can be successfully flown
throughout the spectra of task loadings imposed in the study.
Howevev., pilot performance and reactions were greatly influenced
by some of the experimental variables. These variables and their
effects must therefore be considered when LAHS terrain-following
missions are flown. They are discussed below.

Of all the variables studied, the steepness of the terrain slopes
had the greatest influence on terrain-following performance.
Difficulty in maintaining the required clearance altitude of 500
feet increased in direct proportion to increasing slope steepness.
This was shown by the fact that S altitude error, or the standard
deviation of oscillations about the required clearance altitude,
increased at a constant rate of about 9 percent per degree of
slope increase throughout the range of terrains studied. No other
variable showed such a consistent and powerful effect.

Although slope steepness influenced altitude deviations, it did
not affect the averages of the deviations. Deviations above the
required clearance altitude were approximately equal to those below
it over all kinds of terrain, and thus cancelled each other out to
yield an average of approximately zero for the entire mission. How-
ever, the sign of slopes did influence altitude holding, i.e.
performance was different on positive (uphill) than on negative
(downhill) slopes. The pilots always exceeded 500 feet when going
uphill and were below 500 feet going downhill. In addition, this
average error was 30 percent greater on positive than on negative
slopes; the pilots were thus higher going uphill than they were
going down. Different uphill and downhi. L performance may reflect
the different directions of control stick movement needed to pitch
the aircraft down and up, or it may reflet t a tondency to avoid
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terrain more when it rises ahead of the aircraft than when it
falls away. A third possible explanation is that the command
signal lead time of 2.5 seconds was not quite optimal, with the
result that responses of the pilot-aircraft system were slightly
out of phase with the terrain.

Airspeed also affected performance, but not to the degree that
terrain slope did, and not as consistently. The data indicate
that pilots can track as well at .7M as at .4M but that their
tracking deteriorates rapidly when airspeed is increased to .9M.

Examiiation of a large number of altitude error traces revealed
that the maximum excursions of tho simulated aircraft upwards from
500 feet were approximately equal. to the maximum excursions down-
ward from 500 feet, and that the excursions in both directions were
nearly always within 4 6's of the 500-foot mean. The maxim were
larger than 5 6's but smaller than 6 d's in three of the flights;
in each of these flights there ma one excursion that exceeded
5 s'S. The boundaries within which the pilots always flew were
thus t6 6 of the 500-foot clearance altitude.

If the lower excursion boundary in the simulated flights is set as
the gmound or a O-foot altitude, the pilots could have flown at a
clearance altitude of 6 6 's without crashing because they never
exceeded 6 6 limits. For examle, the 6 altitude error in the
flights at .4M over rolling terrain averaged about 25.2 feet.
Multiplying this figure by 6 produces 151.2 feet, which is the
range of excursions either above or below a clearance altitude.
If the required clearance had been 151.2 feet, the pilots would
never have crashed because they would not have exceeded the
6 5 limits below it; and, conversely, would never have risen
above 302.4 feet, which is the 6 ( limit above 151.2 feet. Clear-
ance altitudes determined by 6 d" ranges are here caUled "minimm
safe altitudes".

Figure 28, p 75, shows minimum safe altitudes that could have
been floum under the various airspeed and terrain conditions of
the present study. As expected, the figure shows no essential
differences between .4M and .7M when the flights are made over all
terrain types. At these speeds, it would have been possible to
fly missions as low as about 155 feet above rolling terrain and
slightly less than 400 feet above mountains. It was possible to
fly missions at .9M as low as about 190 feet over the rolling
terrain, or about 470 feet over the mountainous terrain. Mote
that the minimum safe altitudes vary quite regularly with terrain
slope.
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All missions of the present study were flown in a medium-heavy

gust environment in an aircraft with a fairly high gust sensitivity
(.042). &ven in this aircraft, in which vertical accelerations of
.4 RMI were produced, performance was actually quite good. Gust
alleviation techniques could only enhance the observed performance.

One study (ref. 10) showed that deviations about a required clear-
ance altitude increase or decrease by 25 percent for each .1 INS G
increment or decrement. By applying this finding, minimum safe
altitudes could be reduced in less gusty environments. For example,
if the gusts were about RMS 4 ft/sec, the RIS G would be about
.168 from the gust input alone, or probably about .200 with pilot
control stick inputs added*. This would represent a decrease of
.2 RMS G from the .4 RIIS level of the present study and a corres-
ponding altitude deviation reduction of about 50 percent. The
minimum safe altitudes could also be reduced by 50 percent since
the error magnitudes which establish them are reduced. Of course,
all extrapolations leading to the establishment of minimum clear-
ance altitudes assume that the pilot is without fear. The extent
to which fear or anxiety (learned fear) influence this kind of
performance should be investigated.

Detection and resetting of a master warning signal light placed
at the top of the instrument panel was very rapid, about .9
second, and did not vary amrng the various mission conditions.
Alertness or vigilance of the pilots thus was unaffected by the
different task loads. Similarly, the performance of short,
straightforward emergency procedures such as those that might
be encountered in emergency situations was very rapid, averaging
about 1.5 seconds, and also did not vary among the various mission
conditions, indicating that performance of habitual acts of this
type is reliable under different task loads. Perfbrmunce of the
emergency tasks did not affect terrain-following or navigation
under any experimental condition, even when the pilots performed
tasks involving as many as three responses or acts nearly every
minute.

Average times to respond to the master warning light and to perform
the emergency tasks total slightly over 2 seconds. If the pilot's
attention was coupletely removed from altitude holding during the
2 seconds, i.e. if distraction were complete during that time,
altitude deviations would have increased by about 25 percent (see
Figure 25, p 74). This increase would probably have produced sig-
nificant differences between the runs with few emergency tasks and
the runs with many. Since it did not produce these differences,
it my be assumed that distraction when responding to the master

Gust Sensitivity - RMS A NZ
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warning light and performing the associated emergency tasks was not
complete, and that many tasks of the same kind can be performed
without effect on altitude holding. The pilots did say that they
manipulated the emergency switches without looking at them after
some practice, and they recommended that switches be large and
easy to locate without looking.

As noted in the discussion of experimental results, the pilots did
not crash or exceed a 1,000-foot altitude with up to 5 seconds of
complete loss of flight control information. Rather, altitude
holding deteriorated steadily as time of information loss increased.
This would mean that, if a given activity took two successive seconds
of a pilot's time, his altitude deviations would increase about 20
percent if he had no flight control information during the 2 seconds.
This increase could easily be fatal if the flight were made at a
minimum safe altitude. The only solutions would be to increase the
clearance altitude 20 percent if the activity happened to be a
necessary one, or to pnovide altitude holding information over

other sensory channels during the activity period. A recent study
indicated that auditory signals could be used as an additional
sensory channel to provide altitude holding information (ref. 5).
Other senses, such as tactile (akin) or kinesthetic (muscle)
might also be used.

Average clearance altitudes during missions with brief "distractions"
or periods of complete altitude holding igforuation lose were 300
percent higher than normal. The best explanation for this finding
is that if pilots are uncertain about tbe status of instrments, and
probably controls, they will fly higher and thus avoid the grouund
to a greater than normal extent. If this hypothesis is tru, it
points up the necessity for complete pilot confidence in the machine,
especially in this flight regime where permisLible error margins
are so small.

The rate of increase of altitude deviations with distraction tim
should be constant under all flight conditions because the present
study showed that the rate, about 10 percent error increase for
each successive second of distraction, was the saw at all J
airspeeds and terrain types tested. The distraction concept thus
places stringent limits on the amount of time during which a
pilot can be completely inattentive to his prizmry control task.
Any pilot activity other than altitude holding must take these
limits into account.
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Times taken by the pilots to solve fuel computation problems
changed only with airspeed. Ti'imes taken to compute the amount of
fuel that would remain after certain flight times were higher when
the flights were made at .7M than when they were made at .4 or
•9M. In the discussion of this point on page2l of this report,
it is hypothesized that the difference is due to the fact that
the problem was more difficult at .7 than at .4 or .9M, with the
conclusion being thacomputational or mental ability does rnt
change over a wide range of task loading conditions. However,
problems of this type should be kept as simple and as easy as
possible to obtain the speedy solutions that might be necessary
under actual flight conditions.

The importsaice of training was demonstratad by several measures.
The first of these, reaction time to reset the master warning
light, decreased 22 percent from the beginning to the end of the
study, probably indicating increased proficiency in making the
response that reset the light, and, to a lesser extent, indicating
that the flight control task became less demanding as time went
on, thus permitting quicker signal detection.

Time to perform emergency tasks decreased 37 percent throughout
the course of the experiment, again probably indicating increased
task performance proficiency as the locations of controls became
more familiar and corrective procedures became more firmly
established. Thus, learning occurred continuously throughout the
experimental runs.

RMS G decreased by 11 percent from the first to the last parts
of the study. The pilots probably learned to decrease the man-
euver-induced G-loading, making more appropriate control stick
movements as time went on. They remarked on several occ asions
that poestural adaptations to the acceleration environment were
constantly being made. One of them said that it was like learning
to ride a horse; one stops fighting the animal as one becomes
better.

Fatigue was not a problem in the study even though the flights
lasted for an hour at 0.4 RMS G. These findings are consistent
with a previous G-seat study in which pilots tracked simulated
hilly terrain up to 3 hours in an RMS G environment averaging
about .19 over the entire mission (ref. 9). Altitude deviations
did not increase over the 3 hours. Still another G-seat study
yielded similar results (ref. 10). In that study, pilots tracked
simalated flat and contour terrain at different airspeeds for 1 1/2
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hour periods in RMS G environments as high as .29, and, again,
there were no effective performance decrements over time. The
general conclusion from these simulator studies is that fatigue
is not important in LAHS missions lasting up to 1 1/2 hours with
fairly severe buffeting producing RMS G perhaps as high as 0.3 or
o.4. nor is it important in missions lasting up to 3 hours in an
acceleration environment with RFM G of about 0.2 This conclusion
does not, of course, take fear into account. Fear could increase
the pilot's task load in actual flight to the extent that per-
formance decrements might occur before they do in a simulator.

Increasingly steep terrain slopes and increasingly fast airspeeds
exerted a positive influence on altitude holding in the present
study, while turning the aircraft and performing emergency tasks
did not affect it. The terrain and airspeed variables were thus,
in the context of the study, the most important of the four experi-
mental variables in terms of their influence on the primary task
of altitude holding. The study context was one in which each
turn was requested according to a previously dtermined plan,
with sufficient time allowed for initiation and completion of
the turn; and in which emergencies that occurred required definite
responses that inevitably "corrected" the particular malfunction.
However, if a pilot were in a situation where he had to turn
suddenly, as to take evasive action, he might crash if the turn
were too abrupt at very low altitades under any terrain-airspeed
situation, or especially if it were made when flying over certain
types of terrain at certain airspeeds. If several emergercies
occurred at the same time, and/or if the pilot had no assurance
that corrective procedures would be successful, he might abort
his mission or climb to A higher altitude and thereby become more
vulnerable to missiles.

Of course, the hypothetical situations of evasive actions and
emergencies represent task-loading extremes where either of these
two types of tasks may exert a profound influence on altitude
holding. As indicated above, the problem is further complicated
by the fact that the tasks will be performed in one of many
possible configurations of altitude, type of terrain, airspeed,
etc. Even though the eytremes probably occur rarely because they
are extremes, they should be studied so that the pilot's per-
formance limits can be established. These limits will, in turn,
determine the probabilities of mission success in abnorm as
well as norual situations.
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The use of the relatively small number (N) of sub~lects in the
present study may be questioned since large N's usually give greater
confidence in results than small N's. Two previous NAA G-Seat
studies of simulated LAHS flight used, e.g. an N of 6 (ref. 9)
and an N of 8 (ref. 10). Now, wihen the subjects themselves are
considered in these groups of 6 and 8, it is a truism to say that
they varied withrespect to "personal' factors such as ability,
previous experience, and attitudes. It is equally true that the
pilots in the present study varied with respect to the same factors.
It was observed by personnel connected with each of the three studies
that the pilots in the presehL study, even though only three, varied
at least as much in regard to personal factors as they did in the
previous studies, with the result that all three groups were equal
on this basis. However, a comparison of performance variabilities
r•-Tealed that both intra- and inter-subject variability in the
present study were actually lees in the previous studies. (This
decreased variability is probably due to the greater amount of
training experienced by the subjects in the present study, an amount
that was approximately that reco mended by the ref. 9 study). Fin-
ally, appropriate statistical tests were used to examine all data
in the present study; any statements regarding differences or sim-
ilarities have significance at least at the .05 level of confidence
attached to them. For all of these reasons, it is concluded that
results of the present study have as much validity end reliability
as those of studies with larger N's.

Appendix I presents a comparison of this study and a previous one
conducted for TRECOM (ref. 9). In both studies, the same simulator
and highly similar aircraft equations were used; some of the flights
in each study were made under similar terrain, airspeed, and tur-
bulence conditions; and similar groups of pilots were used. However,
there was one major difference between the two. In the present
study, movements of the command signal used to follow terrain were
determined by the slopes of terrain ahead of the aircraft and
by present altitude, whereas, in the previous study, the command
signal movements were determined only by present altitude*. Thus,
even though the pilots saw the same kinds of command signal movements
In the two studies, the signals were generated differently. Since
altitude deviations were 6 times less in the, present than in the
previous study, and since the major difference in the terrain-
following task between the two studies was the anticipatory informa-
tion, it was concluded that the reduced deviations were due to this
display variable.

"Antcipatory information was not needed in that study.
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Future studies should investigate ways of displaying terrain-
following information visually because of the apparent great
control of the terrain-following task exerted by the information
content of the signal being tracked. For example, different
methods of presenting the anticipatory information could be
investigated tu determine efficiency ard reliability of the
methods. Some methods could possibly lead to even greater effi-
ciency than that found in the present study, but could also be
prohibitive because of complexity and costs. Pilots might have
greater reliability of the preferred method. There are obviously
many trade-offs to be made in terms of equipment costs, efficiency,
reliability, and maintainability.

The possibility of unburdening the visual sense mode during IAHS
flight should be explored. There are times when the pilot's atten-
tion to the terrain-following display will undoubtedly be removed
for relatively long periods, perhaps for several seconds. During
these times, proper clearance altitudes might be maintained and
crashes or excessive heights prevented if supplementary terraln-
following information from other senses such as auditory, tactile,
or kinesthetic were available.

The influence of fear or anxiety on terrain-following perfbrumne
should also be determined. Estimates of the effects of this
important psychophysiological variable are absolutely necesary
in predicting behavior in the real world from behavior in a flight
simulator. A study of this kind would probably involve actual
as well as simulated flights, and woulec, therefore, provide data
which vould help answer the all-important question of to what degree
can simulator findings be extrapolated to the real world situation.
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APPENDIX I

COMPARISOh OF PRESENT AND FOOMER STUDIES

Mean RMS altitude error in the dash portion of the former study,
hereafter celled Study I, was about 173 feet (ref. 9, p 114). In
the present study, hereafter called Study II, the mean t( =RMS)
altitude error was about 28 feet in the flights over comparable
terrain (Terrain I).* Altitude deviations were thus about six
times as great in Study I as in Study IT. In addition, crashes
and excursions over 1,000 feet were frequently observed in Study I,
but never in Study II. Although the pilots in Study II had more
training than those in Study I, this cannot account for the
observed differences since altitude deviations did not decrease
over time in Study II. Aircraft characteristics were nearly
identical in the two studies so these factors cannot account for
the differences. Although the out-of-cockpit visual t&sks in
Study I were reported to increase deviations about the required
clearance altitude, there were not enough of them to inflate the
RMS error to a figure 6 times that of Study II. In any event
this effect would urnoubtedly be counteracted by the greater
difficulty of tracking in the higher RMS G environment of Study II.

The performance differences are probably due to the type of display
used. The terrain-following display used in Study II provided
anticipatory information in that the displayed error -- the pitch
command -- was partly determined by the terrain slope 2.5 secomls
ahead of the aircraft. The display of Study I showed deriations
from 500 feet as measured directly below the aircraft; as used,
it was essentially radar altimeter information displayed on a
CRT. The Study II display was evidently more efficient in reduc-
ing altitude deviations than the Study I display due to the
anticipatory information.

Altitude deviation dirferences as a function of airspeed were
found in both studies. It should be noted that, in Study I, only
aircraft response characteristics varied with airspeed; frequency
of movement of the command signal, which would be associated with
airspeed changes in the real world, was not varied. The reverse
was true in Study II; fr:quency of command signal movewent showed
ari error increase of about 21 percent from .4M to .9H, while

RMS 6 in the dash portion of the Study I missions was about .25,
a value more similar to the FPS G of .4 in Study II than the G
in the cruise portion of Study I. Fbr this reasons, dash portion
error scores are used when comaring the two studies.

I
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Study II showed an error increase of about 27 percent frcm .4 to
.9•M. In Study II, greater command signal movement frequency lect to
error increases since frequency was the only factor changed
between the two airspeeds. In Study I, however, several aircraft
characteristics changed from .4 to .9M., e.g. airplauie undamped
natural frquency, damping ratio, stick force per g, etc. (p 50).
Determination of the relative contributions of each of these factors
to error should be made through experimentation.

In Study I, altitude holding deteriorated when the pilot looked out
of the cockpit, changed heading, or responded to ECM warning.
Although there were nxo out-of-cockpit tasks in Study II, heading
changes and response to ECM warning did not affect altitude holding.
In Study I, the pilots had to perform the navigation tasks without
assistance; they were required to call out checkpoint acquisition,
make heading changes, and announce new heading changes. The greater
distractions in conjunction with the navigation task could have
degraded altitude holding quite markedly. Similarly, the relatively
long ECM reaction times in Study I of 3.63 seconds could have pro-
vided sufficient distraction and consequent loss of control to
markedly deteriorate altitude holding. In Study II, however, the
pilot had assistance in navigating (the experimenter called out
heading changes), and a more efficient warning system (ECM reaction
time was about 2 seconds).

No performance decrements ascribable to fatigue were found in either
Study I or Study II. Fatigue does not seem to pose a problem for
LAHS missions lasting up to an hour in a very stressful acceleration
environment (average RMS G w .19). Both studies also show definite
learning effects even though the experimental conditions were not
selected to demonstrate learning. Learning is thus a powerful
variable. The possibility of pre-LAHS flight simulator training
should definitely be explored to determine exactly what gains it
will provide in terms of time, money, and, possibly, lives saved.

One of the Study I conclusions is that pilots learn "tricks of the
trade" in restraint system adjustment as time goes on, and that
they make postural adaptations which increase their tolerance
to these environments. These conclusions are supported by Study II
results, both in terms of FMIS G decrease during the course of the
experiment and pilots' statements -at postural adaptations continue
even over many weeks.
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APPENDIX II

E WIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Simdlated Aircraft Characteristics

The aircraft dynamics were chosen to give satisfactory flying
qualities so that the primary study objectives would not be
affected by undesirable flight characteristics. Figure 1, p 41,
shoae frequency ard damping of the simulated aircrtXt and presents
a comparison of this aircraft with satisfactory flying qualities
regions established by North American Aviation and by Cornell
Aeronautical Laboratory (ref. 3). By either criterion, the dynamics
used are satisfactory. The dynamics are also typical of many
current airplanes.

The control characteristics emplo,:ed were:

STICK DEFLECTION 5 1

STICK FOCE - 5 lb/g
g

These characteristics were chosen to give satisfactory handling
qu*Lities and are also typical values of many current airplanes.

The airplane transfer function which de3cribes the load factor

response to longitudinal stick deflection is

al (5) __K ,

where
K 2.0 g/in.

•.�): -4.o8 rad/sec . 65 CMs
-.546

3 - Laplace transform variable
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Gust effects were introduced as disturbances to the airplane load
factor. The gust response of the simulated airplane is given by
the ratio of the root-mean-square load factor induced by gusts to
the root-mean-square gust velocity and was:

TU ( 'L) .0o42
M 14S FT./sec.

This value of gust sensitivity is common among many currently
flying airplanes.

The lateral-directional simulation was provided by an extremely
simple representation since the intent was to provide capability
for changing heading; the aircraft lateral-directional character-
istics were not of interest.

The form used was:

$ S

K
SL 5. S2

where:

# w bank angle
S= heading angle

SL - lateral stick deflection

The values of the K's in the above were adjusted at the start of
the investigation to give realistic bank and heading change rates.

Dynamic characteristics used for all airspeeds were those of the
aircraft at .7M. One set of characteristics were used to prevent
simultaneous variation of more than the frequency factor at the
different airspeeds. A point approximately midway between the
extremes of .4 and .9M was chosen because it represented an average.
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Figure 5.Left-Hand Console
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Figure 6.Right-Hand Console
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TABLE 1
TERPAI N CHARACTERISTICS

Terrain Average
Type Slope s 6 Slopes Average Peaks 6 Peaks

4 t 840 *300' - 118,

It _160 t 70 600' + 289'

III ±240 + 9 * 900' *438'

Average
Slopes per Slope Slope Peak to Peak

Airspeed Minute Duration Duration Iongth

.4m 2.1 28 sec. 12 sec. 2.77 mi.

-7M 3.9 16 sec. 5 sec. 2.77 mi.

.9M 5.0 .L2 sec. 4 sec. 2.77 mi.

Ee rgency Tasks

The following emergency situations and associated corrective
procedures were useu in the eimulated flights. They were pre-
sented in logi'*al sequences, i.e. the series of emergency events
ir a particular mission wee ar. cloely -elated as possible.

Fel leJtak - Assuming 7500 lbs. of f iel per fank and flow rates of
4=7, T! , 6000 PFH at .4M, .714, .nd .9M, respeztive'y, the fuel
con-umption for the particular Mach no. is a cotpute r-driven
function. To simulate a fuel leak, the conputer, at a jignLl
from the experimenter, changed to a fast integration and depleted
the fuel in the selected tank within 1 min. 15 secs. When the
n-edle indicated 2000 ibso the -.=puter sent a signul. to light the
merter warrAgn and fuel 1r,; lights. After the pilot reset the
mister warning system and swito-hed to another tank, the computer
reverted to the initial condition which was iVantical for ll
tanks. This allowed a simulated fuel leak in Tanks #1 and .
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Hydraulic System Failure - There were two hydraulic systems, each
indicating 3000 psi. Each system could be failed by the experimenter.
When the particular fail switch and problem start switch were acti-
vated, theindicator reverted to a zero indication within 5 seconds
and the warning and HYD.PRESS lights went on. After the warning
light was reset, the selector switch was then positioned at the
remaining operable system. If the second system was then failed with
the appropriate indications following, the pilot then had to revert
to the ram (emergency) air turbine. By pulling the handle out, the
rwmber one hydraulic indicator (left hand) then reverted to the
normal operating pressure of 3000 psi. Also, after 5 seconds the
HYD.EPU and ELEC.EPU lights went on. With both systems failed and
the ram air unit operating, the HYD.PRESS caution lights rpiained on.

Electrical System Failure - The electrical system was composed of
a generator selector switch, a generator reset switch, and a DC
reset switch. If the experimenter activated the #1 GEN fail switch
and problem start switch, the master warning and #1 GEN caution light
went on. After resetting the warning light, the pilot pressed the
GEN RESET switch. This action shut off the #1 GEN caution light.
The experimenter could then activate both the #1 GEN fail switch
and #1 GEN RESET fail switch and problem start switch. The pilot
used the same sequence of action as previously stated except that
since the reset was failed, the #1 GEN caution light would not
go out. The pilot then had to place the GEN selector switch at
#2 GEN position. The same sequence of failure could be accomplished
for the #2 generator. If both generators were failed, the pilot
reverted to the ram air turbine. With the handle pulled, the EPU
lights went on and the #1 and #2 GEN caution lights remained on.
Activation of the DC PWR fail switch and problem start switch by
the experimenter caused the master warning and DC NWR caution
lights to go on. After the warning light was reset, the pilot
depressed the DC RESET switch. This action shut off the DC PWR
caution light. It should be noted that DC PWR could be failed
only prior to failure of both generators since with both generators
inoperative the emergency power unit was in operation and supplied
electrical power as required.

Enine Fire - The normal operating EGT was 580 0 C. When the experi-
menter depressed the fire switch and problem start switch, the EGT
was driven up to 8800 C in 20 seconds. When the indicator read
780 0 C, the warning and engine fire lights went on. After warning
light reset, the throttle was retarded to the idle position.
After 4 seconds, the EGT started back down and returned to the
normal EGT of 5800C. The throttle could then be advanced to the
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scheduled RPM. The RPM and fuel flow indicators functioned Iin-
earally with throttle movement. A limited speed degradation
was also incorporated with throttle retardation. If the pilot
initiated the fire exiting switch, the only indication was a
light at the experimenter's console.

Pitch Augmentation Failure - When the PITCH AUG fail switch and
problem start switch were activated, the master warning light and
pitch augmentation caution light went on. After warning light
reset, the ptlot scanned the #2 hydraulic indicator for normal
pressures. With normal pressure, the PITCH AUG switch was held in
reset position. If the caution light went out, the switch was
released back to the normal ON position. The sequence could be
repeated with the experimenter depressing both PITCH AUG fail and
PITCH AUG RESET fail and problem start switch. The pilot went
through the same routine except that the caution light did not go
out. The pilot then had to place the PITCH AUG switch in STANDBY
position. The caution light then went out. It should be noted
that if the P hydraulic system was previously failed, the system
could not be reset and the PITCH AUG switch had to be placed in the
STANDBY position.

Yaw Augmentation Failure - The sequence of operation was identical
to the pitch augmentation system operation with one addition.
The pilot also had to scan the #1 and #2 generator caution lights
to be sure they were out. If the #2 hydraulic system was inopera-
tive and the #1 and #2 generator caution lights were on, the system
could not be reset. The system switch had to be placed in standby
position and then the caution light went out.

Gust Alleviation Failure - When the experimenter depressed the fail
switch and problem start switch, the master warning and GUST ALLEY
caution lights went on. After warning light reset, the pilot
switched to the emergency position. The caution light then went
out.

Plugged Pitot Tube - When the monitor depressed the plugged pitot
tube switch and problem start switch, the airspeed gradually
dropped off. There were no master warning-light or caution-light
indications of trouble. The airspeed was allowed to drop off 130K
in 15 secs. When the pilot recognized the situation, the pitot
heat switch was placed in the ON position. After approximately
15 seconds, the airspeed increased to the original scheduled
indication.
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Ramp Control Failure - The master warning light and RAMP CONT
light went on when the experimenter depressed the RAMP CONT fail
switch and problem start switch. After warning light reset, the
pilot had to press the ramp control reset switch. The caution
light then went out and the system was in normal operating condition.

ECM Warning - There were four switches at the experimnter's con-
sole with each switch simulating a 900 quadrant of the compess.
When one of these was depressed along with the problem start
switch, the mnaster warning light and appropriate sector caution
light went on. After warning light reset, the knob on the right-
hand console was rotated to the position corresponding to the
light which was on, and then the ECM WARN switch was pressed.
This extinguished the light and stopped the emergency timer.

TABLE 2
SCORING EqIATIONS

S, , ....m I V ,:,

1. Z . O.,9/ , (t)-'It a. ' -)

2. ZA'-o (tf wt 5. Y` 5

where:
(a) ti- o0, 60 +at, 12o +At, .... M(60 + At)

(b)dt- 3 sec (to recycle scoring circuit)

(c)1 - 0, 1, 2, 3, .... N

(d) Ifhrz'r0 then 6. -1, or if rŽ >O then d. +1

(e) If j- 0 then 2- -1, or if J) 0o then +1- +

(f ) when 60M + 4 t(M-1) ti 4 M(60 + d t), then oQC 0
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Figure 8. Experimnter's Console
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APPENDIX III

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

TABLE 3
SUMMARY OF VARIANCE: RMS G

SCE sd MS F
A (Airspeed) 27 2 13.5 1.14
B (Terrain) 42 2 21.0 .7'7
C (E. Tasks) 2 2 1.0
D (Turns) 16 1 16.o 1.35
AB ii0 4 27.5 2.33
AC 45 4 11.2
AD 19 2 9.5
BC 47 4 11.7
BD 86 2 43.0 3.64*
CD 34 2 17.0 1.44
ABC 49 8 6.1
ABD 99 4 24.7 2.09
ACD 0 o 0O.
BCD 9 4 2.2
ABCD 6 8 7.7
Within 12 108 11.8
TotalQ
Significant at the .5 level.

TABLE 4
MEANS FOR THE LEVELS OF EACH VARIABLE

VARIABLE RMS 0G
Airspeed

.AM .396

.7M .404

.9M .396
Terrain

I .396
II .391

III .403
Tasks

6 .397
12 .400
24 .399

Turns
5 .402

15 .395
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Figure 10. Terrain by Turns Interaction or 30 G

TABLE 5
SIUMARY OF VARIA]NE: AVOM ALM=

So=CE 88 d m -T
A (Airspeed) 10T.'3 2 53.7 " .- 3
B (Terrain) 43.69 2 21.8
C (Ea. Teks) 6.21 2 3.1
D (Turns) 4.o8 1 4.1
AB 43.73 4 10.9
AC 2T.50 146.9
AD 0.00 2 0.0
BC 1T.46 4 4.4
BD 8.. 2 4-3
CD 6.92 2 3.4
ABC 26.88 8 3.14
ABD 11.72 4 2.9
ACD 3.81 4 1.0
BCD 11.33 4 2.8
AECD 11.-43 8 1.4
Within 4018.54 108 3T.2
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TAB• 6AVEPLA ALTITUDE WtROf: MEANS FM THE LEVE6S OF EACH VARIABLE

Airspeed

.7M 2.4
.9v 2.8

Terrain
1 2.2

I 3.1
3.8

Tasks
6 3.0

12 3.0
24 3.0

Turns
5 3.0

15 3.0

TABLE T
AVERAE ALTITUDE ERROR AS A FUNCTION OF SLOPE

BM SLOP POS. SLO. E AVERAGE
M rspeed

.AM -13.4 22.0 3.4

.71M -15.3 20.0 2.4

.9H -18.7 24.3 2.8

Terrain
I -6.8 I.1 2.2

II -15.6 21.7 3.1
III -25.1 32.7 3.8
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4
TAKEZ8

AVOWE MAL'M EVIER2 AS A FUNCTOIN 0F SLOPE
SiMWY OF VARIAIE

SxMRc 88 df
A (Alropeed) 3T' 2 1.
B (7*rrain) 13 2 6.5
c (slope) 19,%i8 1 19,418.O 2,555.00 **

AC 171 2 87.0 11. 44
Dc 3, 425 2 1,712.5 225. 32
ABC T5 1 18.8 2..7
Within 2Ta 7.6

neg -15.8' _
SgiiatIIIn Tw --1 re"velI

TAMLE 9
IIIACA' S A4M'IP[Z RANGE NOT

PMR PAIN IMCTS OF AVERAGK ALTfrltJMUS
059 POSITIV AND N8GATIV 81013

AMROPEM)*
.1K-7 .9m

Negative Slopes -1.1 87T'
Positive Slopes 2.01 00 211.3'

I II Im

Negative Slopes -6.8 -15.6 -25.1
Pou•itive Slopes 11.1 21.7 RO.

*Underlined mans are mot signifcantly ZItfrant. Mean tot
underlined are lignificant at t-- .0i llmm1.

5,a foea mini a th .00I 1. . 1
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TABLE 10
8m1wmY OF VARIAwz: 6 ALTITUEB URCB

A (Alrspeed 5',0.3 2 2,%4..2 35.
B (Terrain) 44,6o0.6 2 22,3o.8 312.77TT
C (Pa. Tasks) 157.7 2 78.9
D (Turns) 0 1 o -
AB 1,048.8 4 262.2 3.68 *.
AC 46.3 4 11.6
AD 45.8 2 22.9
BC 63.1 4 15.8
BD 49.0 2 24.5
CD 82.0 2 41.0
ABC 132.5 8 16.6
ABD 60.7 4 15.2
ACD 9-5 4 2.4
BCD 158.0 4 39.5
ABCD 2w.1 8 37.4
Within -407-A 71. 1

TABME 11
WCAN' S MULTIPLE RANGE TEST APPLIKDTO MAIN OF 6 ALTI mE r"

Airsped .4(43.2') .7(43.6') .9(55.3')

Terrain 1(27.6') 110(6.3') 111(68.3')

Turns 50(47.') ... (-4.4,)

*Any two treatm•,t mans not iidorscord by the son IM are
significantly different (at the .001 level). Any two troastm
mans underscored by the sam line am wt sJ•ntfl!!!, diffiaet.

,, , ' " , . ." ... .. . " • , " , "- .... . ... .
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Figiw. 13. 6 Altitude Error as a Function of Terrain Type

I

P14iur 14. 6Altitude Error as a Function of Airspeed
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Figure 15. Terrain by Airspeed Interaction of 6• Altitude Error

TABLE 12
6 ALTITUDE ERROR AS A FUNCTION OF TERRAIN SWPE

EG. SLOPE pOl, S* PE

AIRSPEED
.A4 40.9 37T.-7M 42.3 3T.3
.9•m 53.1 48.6

TERRAIN
I 28.1 23.7

II 44.6 4O.1
III 63.7 59.6
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TABLE 13
SUMMARY OF VARIANCE:

&"ALTI¶NJDE ERROR WITH SLOPE AS A VARIABLE
SOURCE SS df MS F
A (Airspeed) 1,577 2 773.5 14.n7
B (Terrain) 11,509 2 5,754.5 106.17 **

C (Slope) 253 1 253.0 4.67
AB 312 4 78.0 1.44
AC 5 2 2.5
BD 1 2 .5
ABC 2 4 .5
Within i, 92 36 54.2
Total 12,581
* Significant at the .05 level.
** Significant at the .01 revel.

Ngegtive Slope

60 Poeltive Slope

50

S301
201

ri II

Terrain tfp.

Figure 16. 6 Altitude Error as a Function of Terrain Type and Slope
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Figure 17. 6' Altitude Error as a Function of
Airspeed and Terrain Slope

TABLE 14
MEAN DIFfURENCE TESTS

ON DIFERENT SLOPES AND
TYPES OF TRAI•*

Error Means 23.7' 28.1' 4o.1' 44.6' 59.6' 63.7'
Condition IP IN IIP II IIP IrI

SP = positive slopes; N - negative slo-ps. Any tuo treatment
means not underscored by the saw line are significant at
the .001 level. Any two treatment means underscored by the
same line are not significant at any level.
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TABLE 15
MEAN DIFFERECE TESTS ON DIFFERENT SLOPES AND AIRSPEED6M*

Error Means 37.3' 37.41' 40.9' 42.3' 48.6' 53.1'
Condition .7P .AP .4N .7N .9P .9N

5P = posItive slopes; N - negative slopes. AnMy two treatment
mans not underscored by the same line are significant at the
.05 level. Any two treatment mans underscored by the same
line are not significantly different.

TABLE 16
YAW RATE: MEANS FOR THE LEVEL O EACH EXPERIMENTAL VARIeLE

VARIA3LE RATE (DEGREES PER SECOND)

AIRSPEED

".4M 2.50
".71 2.52
.9M 2.54

TE•RAIN

I 2.48
II 2.55

III 2.52

EM. TASKS

6 2.52
12 2.54
24 2.50

TURNS
5 2.54

15 2.50
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TABLE 17
8SD44AfY OF VAIRIANCE: YAW RATE

S9JRm S6 ar IS F
A (Al Fspewd 0.2 20.0 I
B (Terrain) 0,3 2 0.15 1.36

C(Ea. Tasks) 0.2 2 0.10I
D (Turns) 0.1 1 0.10
AB 0.3 4 0.08
AC 0.4 4 0.10
AD 001 2 0.05
BC 0.3 4 o.08
BD 0.1 2 0.05
CD 0.3 2 0.15 1.36
ABC 0.5 8 o.o6
ABD 0.3 4 0.o8
ACID 0.1 4 0.03
BCD 0.4 4 0.10
ABOD 1.6 8 0.20 .8
Within 12.1 108 0.U
ToUtl 1T.3 161

TABLE 18
RHACTOK TIME TO MABSII WARNING LIGHT:

MEANS FGHt LEVELS OF BACH EXEDUUAL VARIA3L3

VAPIABL TrapBOU~

AIRSIAED

Am1 .91

.914 .92

.93

Ir .93

III .89

E4. TAIS~

6 .88
12 9

5 9

15 )90
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TABLE 19
SUMWMY OF VARIANCE:

REACTIOK TM TO MASIIR WABNIIG LIGHTSOU 58 dr m s
AAlrspq;R 2 2 1.0

S Terrain) 20 2 10.0 1.25C (3m. Tasks) 26 2 13.0 1.63
D (Turns) 14 1 14.0 1.75
AB 29 4 5.3
AC 18 4 3.5
AD 59 2 29.5 3.69DC 24 4 6.o
BD 10 2 5.0
CD 52 2 26.o 3.25
ABC 3T 8 4.6
A13D 20 4 5.0
ACD 14 4 3.5
BCD 2 4 .5
ABCD 36 8 4.0
Within 108 8.0

* ".05

S .99

.87

T'iguw 18. E~rgenicy Task by Turn Interaction of
Reaction Time to Masetr Warnirng Light
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Figuro 19. Alrspeed by Turns Interaction of
Reaction Tim to Master Waring Light

TABIZ 20
EGUICY TASK PEIRFVaCE TIMS:

MNEA! FMlt L3VELS OF EACR W•3R NTRL VARIA3L
VAR IA ILI T"ii 5 i

AIRSPOEE
.'i'M1.k9

.•M 1.49

.914 1 .41

TERRAIN

I 1.48
II 1.46iII 1.1.6

3H. TASKS
6 1.48

12 1.66
24 1.25

5 1.4.9
15 1.43
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TABLE 21

SMIMARY OF VARIANCE:
EWROECY TASK PER1MACZ TIM

SOURCE Ss 8
A (Xrspeeda) 2 36.0
B (Terrin) 6 2 3.0
C (Em. T,-s) 8 2 4.o
D (Turns) 42 1 42?.o
AB 78 4 19.5
AC 11444 36.0
AD 180 2 90.0 1.62
DC 64 4 1.6.o
BD 92 2 46.0
CD 305 2 152.5 2.74
ABC 700 8 87.5 1.57
ABD 124 4 31.0
ACD 89 4 22.3
BCD 68 4 17.0
ABCD 328 8 41.0
Within 2w108 55.5
Thud29 161

TABLE 22
FMEL COKPATION: NEAN TIM AT THE LEVELS

OF EACH WsERImINTAL VARIABLE
VARIABLE o"m. ,.sIo
AIRSPEED

.• h11.0

.14 15.5
-9K 10.3

TERRAIN

I 12.3
II 12.8

III uI.8

SM. TASI

6 12.3
12 12.2
24 12.4

5 11.6
15 12.2
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TABLE 23
SUM4ARY OF VARIANCK:

MIL C OMUPATrfI0 TIM

AX (Arapeed) am 2 4105.0 9.22 *
B (Terrain) 33 2 16.5
C (f. Tasks) 3 2 1.5
D (Turns) 53 1 53.0 1.20
AD 293 4 73.3 1.66
AC 211 4 52.8 1.20
AD 150 2 75.0 1. To
BC 92 4 23.0 .
BD 257 2 128.5 2.9e
CD 94 2 47.0 1.07
ABC 234 8 29.3
ABD 330 4 82.5 1.87ACD 74 4 18.5
BCD 183 4 15.8 1.04
ABCD 320 8 40.0
Within 14T36 108 143.9
Total1

Figure 20. Response to the Water Varaing right
at the Three Pbwwo of the Ibparimt
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TABLE 2 4
CONEtOL RUN AVERA ALTITUID EOR:

MEANS FOR LMEELS OF EACH UKBMD3N•kL VARIABLE
IAIIAI mumIF

AIRPEED
• • 12.7• 9m 14.3

I 12.9
II 15.1

III 12.4

INTERVAL
0 sec. 12.6
2.5 Sec. 14.5
5 Sec. 13.3

TABLE 25
SUtL•MR OF VARIANCE: CONTROL RUN AVERAGE ALTITUDE ERROR

A (Alrseed) 34 1 3,4.0
B (Terrain) 70 2 35.0
C (Interval) 33 2 16.5
AD 675 2 338.5 3.23
AC 114 2 57.0
DC 153 4 38.3
ABC 1321 4 330.3 3.16
Within 3761 36
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TABLz 26
COWIOL RUN 6 ALTITUIE EROR:

HMEE FCM THE LEV=l OF EUCH ICR~~NITAL VARIAKNZ
VARIABLE ' RRMh FmET

.9 m 86.o

MERAIN

51.5
II 72A.1

III 100.7

IT AL
0 see. 59.6
2.5 sec. *-: .5
5 DeC. ,9o.6

TABLE 27
6tMAY OF VARIANCE: CMONOL RUN 6dATITMZ MOR

SOUR"c go u m F
A XAirspeed) b6l7 1 6711.03 25.90 **

B (Terrain) 21967 2 10984.0 ?4.39
c (Interval) 8685 2 4342.5 16.75 **
AB 95 2 T7.5
AC 68 2 34.0
Bc 732 4 183.0
ABC 313 4 78.3
Within 9326 36 259.1
Total 47897
*S! nificant at thte .01 evel.
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Figure 25. 6 Altitude Error as a Function of
"Distraction" Interval
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Figure 26. (,Altitude Error by Terrain Type
as a Function of "Distraction" Interval
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Figure 27. 6" Altitude Error by Airsple" a a
Function of "Distraction" Interval
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Figure 28. Kinlan Safe Altitude at Different

Terrain Slope* aind Airspoeds
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APPENDK rV

PILOTS I CW

A program critique was held after the experiment was completed.
It was primarily a question and answer session to obtain the
views, opinions, suggestions, etc., of the SATRECOM Project
Engineer, and all NAA employees directly concerned with the
study. A summry of the pilots' thoughts as expressed in the
meting is presented below.

LEARNING

The consensus of pilot opinion was that learning continued
throughout the study, both with respect to flying the simu-
lated aircraft and to adapting body posture to the acceleration
environment.

TASK DIFFICULTY

The pilots did not feel "overloaded" or overburdened vith tasks
in any of the experimental conditions. They did not feel that
performance of emergency procedures affected altitude holding.
Tvo of them stated that complex emergencies requiring several
sim•ltaneous decisions might affect altitude holding, and
suggested a study of decision-making processes in LAHS flight.

GUST INTESITY

All pilots agreed that the gust intensity used in the study could
be described as moderate to severe. The accelerations caused them
to err oncasionally when making emergency corrections.

FLYING TBIEIIM

Different proportions of time were spent on different flight con-
trol instruments (CRT, AI, radar altimeter, rate-cf-climb indicator)
by the different pilots. For example, onu used the radar altimeter
only occasionally to cross check the accuracy of the CRT command
signal, while another used the radar altimeter constantly as an
altitude reference. (In spite of these differences, performance
variability amng the subjects was very small compared to that
observed in other studies, e.g., ref. 9 and 10).
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PILOT REACTICIS

The experimental flights were unexciting, even boring much of the
time. Interest increased when there were more things to be done
during the missions, e.g. vhen there were more heading changes
to be made.

RESTRAIWT S8TD4E

A more efficient restraint system than the Navy integrated torso
harness and lap belt were thought to be desirable for IAR flight.

FATIGUE

The pilots felt that the 1-hour flights did not produce fatigue
anc that two flights per day were satisfactory.

SIMUIATW TRAINING

It vas unanimously agreed that G-seat training would help prepare
the pilot for both operational terrain-following and adaptation
to the LAHS acceleration environint.

INS8W AND THEIR ARRANWEM

Five-inch instruments were reconended instead of the 3-inch
ones used, with the stipulation that the mubers be large
enDugh to be read. Color coding of instruments was sugegted.
The possibility of using a larger CRT and displaying integrated
information such as headings pitch, roll, etc. in addition to
terrain-folloving information was suggested. Cockpit layout
studies were also suggested.

CCKTROL4S

It was felt that side-arm control could be very effective it
IAHS terrain-following (this has been shown to be true in the
ref. 10 study).
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